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Professional presence is tough to define because it’s a complex mixture 

of hard to assess qualities like confidence, body language, intonation, 

style, authenticity, self-awareness, and more. As we progress in our 

career paths there is a clear need to exhibit higher and higher levels of 

professional presence (P2) to influence and affect the direction of your 

organization. So how do you raise your P2?

WHAT IS PROFESSIONAL PRESENCE?
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COMMUNICATION
Recognize when your communication is missing the mark. 

Think about when you have captured someone’s 
attention, and then they begin multi-tasking, or 
moving on to other things in their mind with wandering 
eyes, shifting body language, and change in breathing 
patterns. Were you concise? Were you providing facts or 
stories? What was your body language conveying? How 
about your tone? 

Communication is the most important aspect of any organization, and any leader. Honing your 
communication skills is a lifelong endeavor, for both your verbal and nonverbal messages. 

Here are 6 communication tips for you. Download

How are your writing skills? Time for a refresher course? When you read your emails out loud 
are they professional? Casual? What is the tone of the words out loud? Do they match what 
you want the reader to know? 
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of employees would rather 
join a company that values 
"open communications" than 
one that offers great perks 
such as top-flight helath 

plans, free food, and gym memberships

In a recent online survey of 1000 full-time 
employees across the us found:

81%

55%
38%

7%

Non-verbal 
     Cues

Tone of 
Voice

Spoken Words
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ETIQUETTE
Etiquette has new life in the age of technology. 

How often do you pick up your phone to read something while in the presence of others?  In a 
meeting? At dinner? Where is your phone when you are at a networking event – tuck it away so 
it’s not visible or tempting. 

When you enter a meeting silence your phone (not vibrate, 
silent). The collective cost of a meeting is the sum total of 
what compensation is being invested by the gathering – do you 
really believe it’s a good company investment to have a room 
of leaders attending to their phones while someone is talking? 

Be the person who commits to not tuning into your phone and 
instead tuning into the people in front of you – at home and at 
work. 

A differentiator at networking events is to be present to the 
people in attendance, respecting your own investment in 
being there and the investment of those around you. Introduce 
yourself succinctly and prepare a question or two that is more 
than “how are you?” (Options to try include ‘how frequently do 
you attend networking events?’ or ‘what do you like about this 
audience or event?’ as alternatives.) 

How do you discern when an email chain is too long and it’s time to use the phone to have a 
conversation? One rule of thumb is to stop the thread when it hits the third reply. Pick up the 
phone and embrace the opportunity to clarify the discussion quickly.
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BE THE PERSON 
WHO COMMITS TO 
NOT TUNING INTO 
YOUR PHONE AND 
INSTEAD TUNING 
INTO THE PEOPLE 
IN FRONT OF YOU 
— AT HOME AND 
AT WORK.
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CONFIDENCE
How would your rate your confidence? Where are you most comfortable, and where are you 
challenged? 

If you are addressing a room full of people and that isn’t your comfort zone, take 3 
deep breaths while you practice positive self-talk. Consider a place where you could 
practice being in front of the room (Hello, Toastmasters!). 

Maybe you are comfortable speaking in front of a room when the situation requires it 
and uncomfortable in one-on-one settings. Think about your posture — and put those 
shoulders back and your head up to help build your confidence. 

Try sitting in meetings on the front ½ of the chair, with your attention on the 
speaker, and a notepad (or computer, if you must) in front of you to further your 
comfort and project your confidence. 

What causes you to slump in your seat, or as you walk? Pay attention to the stressors 
that cause you to lose confidence, and address them. 

If feedback gets you down, ask the provider to offer an example of success for the 
situation so you can build toward something. 

If you know you are lacking overall confidence, consider growing your self-awareness 
by taking a course to grow your leadership skills, or hiring a coach to help.
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AUTHENTICITY
Authenticity has become more and more significant as we have transitioned to a service 
economy. There are very few places where we make a product compared to 20, 30, and 40 
years ago. This means our ability to relate is built on trust.  And trust is often built on “doing 
what you say you will do”. This is much easier when we are true to our core values. 

Do you know the 3-5 fundamental beliefs that comprise your operating system? Your values 
guide your decisions, align your energy on your path, and create your ethical and moral 
compass. When you are out of alignment with your values your stress level is higher, you are 
likely in conflict with a situation or person, and your behaviors are less professional. 

What about the core values of your organization? How are your values aligned with your 
workplace? Being authentic requires the clarity of alignment in our daily lives, and the conflict 
that emerges when these are incongruent creates the stress of inauthenticity that eventually 
drives us to leave our jobs. Being authentic is critical to long term success.
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Values have  
to be verbs.
Values are  
things we do.
-Simon Sinek
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership encompasses an enormous number of concepts and behaviors, and is a lifelong skill 
to develop. Professional presence isn’t dictated by being a titled leader, it’s found in those 
individuals who commit to learning and growing in their ability to understand themselves and 
have empathy for the experiences of others. 

Do you understand what motivates you to be your best? How you react in stress? Conflict? How 
well do you read and understand the emotions of others? These are the starting points for 
strong leaders.
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CONCLUSION

The amorphous task of identifying components of professional 
presence doesn’t stop here. 

Asking this series of questions is designed to elevate your P2 
and provide you places to check in on your leadership skills. 
Your professional presence will shine when you challenge 
yourself to be continually growing. 

Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself. 
When you become a leader, success is all about growing others.

  —Jack Welch
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PROFESSIONAL PRESENCE SELF-EVALUATION

Are you comfortable speaking up in meetings? Y N

If not, what is one step you can take to be more prepared to offer your thoughts?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Do you proofread your written communications? Y  N

If not, what benefit would you receive from proofreading your document?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Do you check your cellphone during meetings? Y N

If so, what might happen if you left it in your office for one meeting?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Are you conscious of your breathing? Y N

If not, what is one thing you could do to raise your awareness today?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Do you know your core values? Y N

If not, pause and reflect on situations that are most rewarding, and most challenging 
– what is common between both?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Are you aware of your body language and posture? Y N

If not, pause now to push your shoulders back and down, and breathe. How did it feel?  
What can be a reminder of your body language when you are in meetings, or walking  
through the office?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
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Judy earned her Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting 
from Huntingdon College, and her Master’s Degree 
in Sports Management from the University of 
Richmond. In addition to her Professional Coaching 
Certification, she is a licensed provider for the suite 
of emotional intelligence tools provided by Personal 
Strengths Publishing, and also for the Living Your 
Vision process. She is a Certified Legal Manager.  
She resides in San Diego, CA.

HEALTH  Judy Hissong was a professional athlete 
and has been an ACE Certified Personal Trainer 
since 1993. She has designed personal training 
programs for professional athletes and for business 
professionals. She writes articles on the importance 
of health and exercise to maintain productive 
workload and provide work/life balance. She has 
been a presenter at many international conferences 
on the topic of work/life balance and stress 
management in the workplace. She is an Accredited 
Life Coach working with individuals who know 
they can achieve more (personally, professionally, 
or both) and want to overcome their obstacles 
to success. She works with teams (athletic and 
corporate) who want to break through their current 
performance ceiling to achieve the next level.

BUSINESS  With over 15 years in leadership roles 
inside professional service organizations, Judy 
provides a wealth of knowledge and expertise in 
leadership, emotional intelligence, and successful 
business planning. She is a sought after speaker 
and facilitator on topics of emotional intelligence, 
strategic and long range planning, leadership 
development and accountability, and job coaching. 
She writes articles on the importance of leadership 
and strategic planning in the success of business, 
and has been an instructor for the University of 
California San Diego in their Certificated Program 
for Paralegals. 

LIFE  This unique combination of business and 
wellness led Judy to create Nesso Strategies. Her 
energy is contagious, and her message is powerful 
and simple. She partners with organizations to 
develop profit-oriented strategies based on her 
business acumen and her team-oriented approach. 
She is here to guide individuals toward balance in 
their workdays, and their personal lives. Now that 
makes sense and cents.

Bachelors Degree in Accounting | Masters Degree in Sports Management | Certified Professional Coach | Former Professional 
Athlete | Licensed Provider of Emotional Intelligence Tools | Certified Living Your Vision Coach | Certified Legal Manager | 
 ACE Certified Personal Trainer | ICF Professional Certified Coach 

MEET JUDY
JUDY HISSONG, CLM
President, Nesso Strategies 
Speaker | Coach | Consultant

If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more  
and become more, you are a leader.  —John Quincy Adams
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Company/Organization

CONNECT WITH JUDY

Join the conversation in 
her LinkedIn Group:

Engaging Legal Leaders

619.546.7885
judy@nessostrategies.com 
nessostrategies.com

JUDY HISSONG,clm
President | Nesso Strategies

Name

Message

Phone

Email

Program or Topic of Interest
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